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Foreword

419

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information system developed by the U.S. Office of
Education and now sponsored by ,the National Institute of
,Education. It provides ready access to descriptions of exem-
plary programs, research and development efforts, and related
information useful in developing more effective educational
programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses,
each of which is responsible for a particular educational area,
ERIC acquires, evaluate's, abstracts, indexes, and lists current
significant information in its reference publications.

The ERIC system has already made availabthrough the
ERIC Document Reproduction Servicemuch inlormative data,
including all federally funded research reports since 1956.
however, if the findings of specific educational research are to
he intelligible to teachers and applicable to teaching, Considera-
ble bodies of data must he reevaluated, focused, translated, and
molded into an essentially different context. Rather than
resting at the point of making research reports readily accessi-
ble, NIE has directed the separate ERIC clearinghouses to
commission from recognized authorities information analysis
papers in specific areas.

In addition, as with all federal educational information
efforts, ERIC has" as one of its pnmary goals bridging the gap
between education.n 1 theory and actual classroom practices. One
method of achieving that goal is the development by the ERIC

4
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vi FOREWORD

Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills (ERIC
RCs of 'a series of sharply focused booklets based on concrete
educational needs. Eac h booklet pros ides teachers with the best
educational theory and or research on a limited topic. It also
presents descriptions of classroom actit ales which are related 'to
tilt: described theory and assists the teacher in putting this
theory into prat nee.

This idea is not unique. Nor is the series title. Theory Into
Practice (TIP). Se% oral educational journals and many com-
mercial textboiAs protide teachers with similar aids. The
ERIC RCS booklets are unusual in their sharp focus on an
educational need and their blend of sound academic theory
with tested classroom practices. And they Have been developed
because of the increasing requests from teachers to provide this
kind of serance.

Topics for these booklets are' recommended by the ERIC/
RCS National Adtisory Committee. Suggestions for topics to be
considered by the Committee should be directed to the
Clearinghouse.

4,,

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, ERIC/RCS



Theory

An ("A perrence isn't finished until it's written

Ann Morrow Lindbergh

Children enjoy language from the first unc4rtain babblings
through the gradual acquisition of greater facility and sophisti-
cation As Hughes Nlearns points out in Creative Power (1958),
however,

children are creative persons, not scholiasts, they use language as the
artist the world over and in all ages has used his medium, not as an
end in itself but as a means for the expression of thought and .
feeling. Language in itself, they sense, is comparatively unimportant,
if the vision is steady and the feeling is true these will find their
proper vehicle. The attention is never on the word but upon the
force that creates the word. (p. 9)

How can teachers ensure that the children in their classrooms
will continue to enjoy language as they experin)ent with
expressing their ideas,in writing? The first essential concern is
providing a classroom climate that is psychologically conducive
to free expression, a climate that is stimulating, yet accepting.
Only children who are respected and encouraged will feel truly
free to write.'

From the very first wnting experiences the teacher plays a
crucial role in supplying positive reinforcement. This reinforce-
ment can take the form of spoken words of encouragement
directly to each individual young writer. Positive attitudes can
be conveyed also through displaying 'student vvritiog as some-
thing highly valued, by allocating time for shanng writingln
small groups, or by publishing student work in a class booklet.

6



2 iNoiviouAuziNG v4RiTiNG

Evalu t on of writing, too, must refl.( t this sarni tiosithe
attitude . Le Bennett Hopkins notes in Let I i,efe,
Them see es t 197 I

children will only \reate and reeal their inner thoughts to a teacher
who will accept them fir what the are \then childrefi'w rite like
thiswhen they create from their heartsit is useless to take a red
pencil from the desk drawer and correct spelling errors or misuse of
grammar and, punctuation If teacher, attempt tills, the will not
obtain create e responses the next time round. innt.r thoughts will br
kept inside, and deep feelings will be turned into superficial
sentences. ip 89)

Evaluation, on the other hand, is a signitu ant aspect of
promoting grow th in writing he student should be Ijis ()Red in
self-e\ aluation that t an be shared with the tea( her in periodu
individual «inferences. Although it is sometimes diffu'ult,
teachers need to step out of the a and let c hildren learn by

c kirtelifistar7r, lea( hers c an learn to play a suppvrtive role
by being non-judgmental and show appreciation for chil-
dren's ac c on) phshinen ts

A sec md important consideration in ensuring that children
will enjoy language more and more as they develop th.eir writing
abilities is the need to inch% uluahm. instruction. tt ritmg is a skill
that demands iliclic idualt/ation, for each student it rites from a
unique bac kground of psyc hologc al make-up, language develop-
ment, and experiences Individualwel instruction is the only
way to provide fully for these unique needs, for the individu-
alized program means that the c urricrilun) is student-centered.
Students not only set their ow n pal e, but they it Ork on studies
t4t they lic.,;\.c. helped to selet t. "Ihe:, may be working alone, in
pairs, or in small gro?ups ,o-r- e or se, students.

Finally , the tea( lwr must pros ide a c lassroom that is
minim ive physic ally to -free expression. A method that many
teachers hake found sin «,sful is the learning center, an area of
the classroom that is set aside for a spec ific kind of learning
activity. "I his approat h to instruction has long been used in
elementary school classrooms but is equally appropriate for
junior and senior high a hool classrooms.

The learning center his -many advantages. For one thing, the
learning actn ales are more enjoyable than those associated with
moire traditional approaches, The interaction with other- stu-
dents is an important element of working m a learning center,
for human loins are naturally sot tal and working with peers is
rein fort mg and stimulating:Students become cited about the
work they are doling and are self-motivated to continue.



THEORY 3

In this case, the a ti ity focuses on writing, although the
other language arts skills are of necessity included u? the
process. For example, students who are writing a skit together
will need to discuss their work, and they may need to read
material on which to base their play, students %,ho are learning
to make hooks of their own will examine the format of various
library books and will perhaps view the film Story' of a Book, in
which I lolling C. flolling describes the development of his book
Pagoo I lough ton Mifflin).

An essential aspect of individualized instruction that adds to
' student interest is self selection. In the learning center students

are able to choose from a variety of possibilities as they decide
what they will write or which mini-center activity they would
like to explore. If the students make these choices, they are ki
more likely to be excited about learning, they do not need a
teacher telling them what they have to do. Even young children
learn to make plans for their projects, to make the appropriate
decisions, and to assume responsibility for carrying them out.

The role of the teacher becomes that of a resource person, a
facilitator, as students take the initiative in planning learning
experiences: The teacher confers with each student individually
'about. his or her play6 and makes suggestions that the student
can consider. Throughout the learning process, the teacher
guides individual growth through support and encouragement
and helps students engage in self-evaluation of individual writing
or group projects.

Although the student assumes a much more responsible role
in individualized instruction, the teacher still develops th.e
curriculum and organizes for instruction. Instruction is no
longer teacher dominated, but the teacher has in mind clear
objectives 'which can be stated in student-centered terms.
General objectives would be concerned with the students'
long-term goalsfor example, gaining fluency in written lan-
guage, learning to enjoy writing, and growing as individuals.
Nlore specific objectives would be designed to develop specific
skills, such as the use of the comma or capitalization.

These objectives can appropriately be discussed with students
so that they too are in on the goals of instruction. Or perhaps
they will have other objectives to suggest. Students involved in
this way will be better able to evaluate their own individual
progress.

Individualizing Writing in the Elementary Classroom is
designed to aid the elementary school teacher who wishes to
develop an individualized writing program. The section on

8
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4 INDIVIDUALIZING wRITINJG

"Practice" glut's specific directions for setting up a learning
center for writing and mmi-centers that focus on specific
concepts. .

Suggestions for developing task cards which in oh e children
in nulnidual skill drclopment as well as small group actn ales
that are equally important for intln iclual grow th are also
included. In addition, the teacher will discover many pos'si-
bilities for enriching learning thropgh the creative activity sheets
that are described and others that the teacher can develop.
These permit students to select the acts sties that they find
most intefesting.

Yet another exciting, but less well know n, way of approach-
ing indnidualized instruction, the learning module, is explained
and sei.ttral examples are pros ided fin. use in the classroom.
What is more important, however, is that teachers can easily
make other modules ,N)eCific to their curriculum needs simply
by following the directions given.

Finally, the booklet describes a number of open activities
that stimulate writing by gn mg students a degree of anonymity
they do not find in most of their writing activities, thus freeing
them from inhibitions.

.1 well -des eloped plan is not necessary to begin milnidualized
instruction. Below are several ideas that can be put into practice
quickly by teachers who want their students to begin experi-
encing individualized learning as soon as possible.

ts

1. Plan a writing center with your class. Begin right away with
what you haveoh hand.
Set up one or two easy mini-centers selected from those
described.

J. Copy several task cards to begin your file based on those
suggested here.

I. Duplicate three or four activity sheets that children Can
choos from to motivate individual wasting.

5. Begin duplicating one of the modules provided.

From that point, the teacher can easily add a few new ideas
each week as she or hi; develops the program. The change In the
classroom atmosphere will soon become evident. It will he an
excitiml, atmosphere in which children are highly motivated to
try new" ideas and to share the results of their writing
experiences with their classmates and their teacher.

9.



Practice

11 4

Organizing a Vriting ('enter

One of the most popular of learning t enters is the %riting
center. because %%Ming 1, b its eery 11,afit highly imli ulu-
alized. Children %%riling on the same- topic alto iys produce
something different. the all %%rite ,a t ()Ming to their 4)%%n
abilities and at their ()%11 rate of speed Children enjoy the
imaginatile den% ities and the %%idc%ariety of things they t an do
ul the %%Ming center, v, hit h t an be tie% eloped in I. (injunction

ith a reading center or with a language arts t enter in %%Inch all
Iiingu4t) skills art emphasized.

about de% elopmg the tenter %%itli the students 111 your
class NOt t niy %% Ill tht t'11.10 being minor ed in the planning
stages but .they also ha e eat ellent 1(10,1, ,111(1 Illay C01110 111) Ith
some you peter thous t of. 1 ou need tut onsider a number of
questrons at tills stage

inhere can the VIlI111 r Center fit in out' t lassroom?
hat equipment,and supplies do 4)(1 aheady 11,1%4.9

ll'hat other items can you obtain')
I 14)%v tau you tit ell)1) !tics that enable t hildren to %%ork

inclependently9

Any turner of the Classroom sent. as a %%iiting vernier.
\'ery. little lomphedtcd or e\ pensi%e equipment is necessary..
The chief requirement is a huge table %%itli hairs %%here a
number of ,,tutlents a n %ork at one time. .1 round table is
especially suitable).

I



6 INDIVIDUALIZING WRITING

Another helpful addition is a set 'of book sheh es to ,hold
books iri(1 other supplies needed to cam' Out the work of the

crier, using the center. You maY already hae built-in ;shelves,
near which the table can be plat ed, or perhaps you can order a
set of sheh es dl blot, an attracthe set of shelves which yoit can
earrange at any tune can be made from several pieces of
mexpersn, e lumber_ Support the shell, es w ith bricks, coicrete
blocks, or large wooden blocks. Certam types of boxes II 'which
supplies come can also se,Tve as supports.

FA ell less e\De'llsle are bookcases made from orange crates or
other 'wooden packing boxes. These sheb, es are er, attractive
when painted in bright colors by the student, themselves as
they help del, clop the \vriting center.

\lost of the ess'ential supplies fur slue king the writing center
are already available in 'our classroom.

Se\ eral canaries for children
larger dictionary (college), if in ailable

\lagazines tlutt contain pictures for cutting
_Crayons and colored felt pens ,

_Colored construction paper
White tablet paper or composition paper
\\ milmed paper (ditto paper)
Pencils and -pens

stlpler
13 u ers
\ hole punci

..1other intere,sting and motn, ating addition to a (VI el' is a
typewriter, If you let your need be kpow ii, you may nil that
someone has one you can hae- for this \vortImhile., purpose.
Students can ask at home, but you can also check various
sources, such as, the school pikrcliasing agent. What happens, for
example, to old typew raters used by higli scIfool typinti, classes')
If any funds are available, you can buy a used machine.

Efforts can .,,also be directed toward making the center
attractive as \veil as functional. Again, student im oleinent pays ,
off, remember that if it is "their" (enter, they will be more
nwhned to use it: A .rwastrbasket is useful and can be
constructed from a heavy cardboard box orlice cream carton
painted or covered with contactt paper or strident artwork.

S creens are' also helpful in `etting the wilting center apart
from the rest of the classroo l activity. Usually screens are
composed of three sections thi t are hinged so the screen will
fold. Here is a reol opportunity or creatne boys and girls to use

1



PRACTICE., 7

their ingenuity and their desire to "make. things Stimulate
-th-Kr civatnity and their in ein(fft- In The classfoom 1),y

letting each student who is interested subMit working draw ings
for escreen, in( luding a sketch of the fin Oed pioduct and a list
of the materiar: to he used.

Perhaps those who are interested w ill '.ant to look at xarious
screen< in stores as the plore the different pos,,Ibilities. Fox
example, panels can be solid ood, Nlasonite, etc.) or they can
be frames which- are filled in with a different" material.
Sometnines cloth is stretched over the frame, or it is (,g_Aered
with decoraiw e paper. The possiVrilities are numerous and
in iUug to the creatw,e youngster. Witen the final ch(iice is
made, perhaps 'wiper gracitstudents can Help build the screen.

The writing 'center can contifitie to grow, de\ clop., and be
rearranged as the needs and interests of the class ( hinge;,_ but is
read to fulfill its purpose- to (lex clop stildent litmg abilities
from the very first day

,Below is a sample ( lassroom'arrangeMent that might be used
for a writing center.1

CUPBOARD FOR
PAPER AND SUPPLIES

TYPEWRITER

EASEL

FEtT BOARD

PUPPET
THEATER

RITER'S
RETREAT 0 0

riTAPERECORDER

\ BULLETIN BOARD \ CHALK BOARD Z.
4

I rile des( tiptittn4sot the vk rittin; (enter am" ,()me 01 'the mint (enter.
tirst appeared In Ell II, me rita)N I. at IN r. Id, er. all \I ter we. 11,,r),,h,,p
!Parker Putileshiniz Compan%

i2



8 INDIVIDUAL;f4ING N./fflTINC3
. .

Developing a Mini-center for \ riting

An excellent indiidu,.41ized "approa4b, the Mmi-1 e me r 1.0l 11.M's
on a single in. tniky %%ha fi t hildren ( an ivrti( wail in as tfif,'
ithoow. The slick eal feature of the mint center is that it is
changed frequently After one it tw a wveks, interest will begin
to DeScribedlier are .;tkeral ideas f(,r mini-Oenters that
ybu.can set up in ypur classroom e% en if you ,don 't hate much
space

4

Mini-Center 1 : Thb Touch' Box

The Touch Box contains a hidden object Thee hikh-en can
write about what they think is in the box and describe the
textures of the 'object they feel but ( annot see. Then they can
o on to story or poem writing 4,, ith this object as a starter. The

"Touch Box ( an be made from an ordinary shoe box. Cut a ttole

'feel
the front of the boy big enough for a child to reach inside to

'feel the obiit. Sew or staple a sleeve around the hole so'the
child Lamfot see 441hat is inside the box. tI rite "Touch Box- on
the lid Print instructions for this mini-center with*a felt pen on
a 12- by 18' sheet of paper or tagboard as shown belpw.

The Touch Box -
Fut yojr hand in the box_

Feel what is inside

What do you think it is>

Write your answer on a sheet

of paper Tell what the

..THING looks like

After a week, open up the box. \\ hat is it-a little Halloween
Witt h" A funny-shaped sweet potato" A sock loosely stuffed
with small trinkets" Let children discuss their guesses.

Mini-Center 2: The Big Book
Prepare whichbook with a title on the cover in hich all

luldrep have a chance to write. Sample titles are

A Scary Night Pdems on the Seasons
ily Fa,orite Cartoon , Bicentennial Notebook
You'd Never Beheve"It A Weekend Trip
And 'I hen I Woke . Vacation Time

i3



PRACTICE 9

The instruction poster might read as follows:

A Scary Night

Choose a page in the Big Book
Wrrte the title of your story

on the top line.
Write your name on the second

line.
Then write your story.
Use your imagination.

Mini-Center 3: The Question Man
Children love to express their opinions. Have a now question

each week and a different person in charge of the poll taking.
Each Friday during the evaluation session have the Nil taker
submit the findingb. Children who are taking the survey can
prepare a sheet on which to record the data collected.

Title of Poll

Interviewer

Name . Yes No Undecided Don't Know

_.----------------------------

.1

Mini-Center 4: An Address Book
Let your children write their names in alphabetical order,

along with addresses, telephone numbers, and birthdays, in an
address book. 11 a child is ill for an extended period of time, the
other children can make a get-well card and send it. For a birth-
day, someone at the writing center can make a birthday card.

The address book can he extended to include a full page, "All
about Me," for each q.hild. On this page children can include
anything they likeAraVvings, photographs, a list of the mem-
bers of their family, places they have lived, and so on. A page
might look like the one below.
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0 My name +s

I live at

In

My telephone number is

I was born on

Me

(

My pet,

Mom Dad

Our car

Other facts about me I

Mini-Center 5: A Thesaurus
DISCUSS with your class what a thesaurus is and have the-class

write their own. Assign one letter of the alphabet to each child
and hay e that youngster be responsible for several words
beginning with that letter. Along with the word have the
definition, a sentence to show context meaning, synonyms,
antonyms, and an illustration to accompany the word. Have
each child submit a word or words and bind the pages into an
attractive foldet for the writing center.

TOMS 6EDR°0
v ElZiY NEAT
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Preparirx Task Cards for Writing

Task cards are designed to permit a child to chase an activity
to complete independently. Children do not write on a task
card. Task cards can focus on any language skill and may direct
a child to complete a related art or music activity. Prepare each
of these sets of instructions on a card. Use 5" x 8" file cards for
older students, but larger cards cut from tagboard for primary
students. Special sets of cards can be prepared to develop group
activ ales. Children can work in small groups ranging from two
to five or six as they prepare a play or write a book together.
Below are a few ideas to get started.

Task Card 1: Thank,You
The front of the card will contain instructions. The back of

the card will look something like the card below.

1. Write a list of things
you are thankful for.

2. Make a poster like
the one on the back
of this card. Show
the things you have
listed.

3. Pin your poster 'on
the bulletin board.

Task Card 2: Finding Words
Write the following instructions on this tard.

NOVEMBER 1

How many words can yOu find in this word? Write November at
the top of a sheet of paper. Then write as many words as you can
find. Remember the rules. Use each letter only as often as it appears
in the word (a word can have, only one o or one n, but it can have
two e's.) Proper names count; but not plurals.

Here are some words to get you started. Do you know what they
are?

on bore ember

no oven venom

When you finish this task, place your paper in the folder marked
NOVEMBER.

/6."



12 INDIVIDUALIZING WRITIN'&

After a number of (hildren finish this task. hake them work
in groups to tompare the voids they found "I his l6 a profitable
oobulart building ac it not a competition. Dek clop other

similar.cards. for e\ ample. using holiday words Valentine's Day,
Christmas Day. W ashington. Thanksgik mg. or Saint Patrick

Task Card 3: Buggy Notepaper
This card e\ plains how to make interesting notepaper to

stimulate interest in letter writing

BUGGY NOTEPAPER

Here's a fast and easy way to make notepaper Simply dip the ball
of your thumb into poster paint and press it on a piece of pre cut
and pre folded paper After this is repeated on several sheets of
Paper and the thumb prints are

allowed to dry, it's time to change lv
the prints into bugs This is easily
done with black poster paint or
India ink and a brush or pen, a line
down the center to indicate the
wingcase, several spots, six legs, and
antennae will do the trick

Making Activity Sheets for Writing

Activity sheets are usually duplicated in quantity, and a folder
for each actikity is kept in a file cvbinet. The duplicating master
should he placed at the hack of the flakier so the supply can be
replenished as needed. Here are a few sample actikity sheets to
develop writing

Activity Sheet 1: Growing Seeds
Copy these pictures at the top of a duplicating master.

7
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You may wish to add a few questions below these pictures to
help students get started w ith d story based on the pictured
sequence.

Ask questions to elicit responses from children, thus.

What is shown in each of the pictures?
What kind of seeds do you think they are?
What time of year is It?
Do you think the ground is dry?
What does a seed need' to grow?

This sequence will probably result In rather factual accounts
of what has happened. Questions can, howeser. help children
think beyond the hare facts presented. For example,

Who bought the seeds?
Whose sprinkling can is in the secvd picture?
What will they do with the flowers?
What kinds of flowers grow from seeds?
What color are the flowers?
Do they smell good?

Activity Sheet 2: Butterflies
i

Prepare this sheet to follow Activity Sheet 1. Suggest that
children write their own questions to think about before writing
the story.

.I.

Activity Sheet 3: Jack-in-the-Box
Children who have written stories based on the first two

sequences will Welcome this one.
Start a Big Book of stones entitled ''Jack-in-the-Box" in

which chtldren can place all of their completed stories. Place
this book of stories on the reading table where children can
enjoy reading their fnendsIstones.

c

18



14 INDIVIDUALIZING VvRITINC

Activity Sheet 1: Idioms
Nothing is as fast inatim.; to t hildren as the study of their own

language ont e the bet ome anti are of it. 'I he idioms of English
pros ale interesting approaches to language studies There are
many idioms that t an be used as topu s for discussion.at each of
the grade levels For example, prepare a sheet that begins like
this

Think carefully about these ex presions
What picture comes to your mind as you think about the words?

I could eat a horses
They buried the hatchet
His mind was completely empty
They dropped her from the membership list

How many more expressions like this can you list?

Activity SheetSheet 5: Idioms
A follow-up study of idioms might begin thus

Read these expressions

They were chewing the fat The old man kicked the bucket.
The ti.acher beat around the bush His friends left him in the dust.
He tooted his own horn ' Jim is always on the fence.

These expressions are called /drams Choose one of these idioms
Drd,A, a funny picture based on the words in the expression you
chose Print the idiom below the picture and display the picture on
the bulletin board so' everybody can enjoy it

Later, put idioms oh sheets of paper and have the students pick
one from a box or hat. The students draw a picture based on
the idiom, and the other students try to guess what the idiom is.

10



PRACTICE 15

Activity Sheet 6: The Animule
Below is a funny "story starter" that children will enjoy. The

verse invites young writers to tell the story of this strange
animal as they let their imaginations play with ideas. Completed
stories, can be included in a book on which this anumile appears
with the title, " Animule Stories."

Activity Sheet 7: The Rocket
Place this rocket at one side of a duplicating,niaster. At the

top of the page print these words:

Taking off to Venus! What
will you see when you land?
What will you doe

Include lines oil whigh to begin the story. Children can
conglete their story on the back of the sheet.

20
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Creating Learning Modules for Writing

The m doles presented here require more preparation than do
task rds or activity sheets. To begin with, develop the
follow ng modules as examples. Then have upper-grade students
resear h information that can be used to prepare additional
learni g modules that focus, for example, on writing various
forms f poetry.

Learn g Module 1: Idioms (by Nancy Kefauver)
Wh n you greet someone you might say, "How do you do?"

A Fr chman would say, "How do you carry yourself?" A
German would say, "How does it go with you?" These are all
exam} les of idiomatic expres;ions, An idiomatic expression is a
group of words that has a particular meaning because speakers
of th language have agreed that it will have that meaning, not
because the words- taken separately add up to that agreed-upon
me ing. Someone who is learning English as a second language
wood have a hard time figuring out that "jumping out of my
skin" means that Lilt is frightened or "letting the cat out of the
bag" means revealing a secret. It takes a great deal of time to
learn the particular meanings of the idiomatic expressions in our
language.

Idioms can be made more meaningful if one knows how they
ongmated. Because of much usage, the phrase "raining cats and

." dogs" has meaning for us, but did you know that it was first
used many years ago because sailors once believed that cats had a
great deal to do with storms and that dogs and wolves
symbolized the wind? People would use this expression when
there was a particularly violent rainstorm. Have you heard or
used the expression "mad as a hatter "? Hoty do you suppose
that was started?

If an idiomatic expression is taken at face value, this would
be the literal meaning. The literal meaning of "in the dog-
house," for example, conjures up an amusing image of an
unhappy person peering through the doo'rway of Rover's
retreat. It does seem like a more colorful Wo.y of speaking,
doesn't it? The accepted meaning, of course, is"din trouble."

I Assignment Listen carefully to the language of your friends,
.family, and teachers. Make a list of the idiomatic expressions
you hear them use. .1.1so explain the literal and the accepted
meanings. After you have a list of from 10 to 15 expressions,
begin trying to find out how some of these expressions came
about. Share your results with the class. If you have had
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difficulty discovering the origin of an e \pression, perhaps your
classmates can help you.

Learning Module 2: Writing Free Verse
Free verse is a form of poetry that is free from certain limits

placed on other poetry. Free verse can be as long or as sholas
the poet wisties. There is no rhyme in free verse, although there
is usually rhythm. The poet concentrates on fresh images or
pictures and the use of language in interesting ways. The poet
is very much interested in pressing original ideas. Some poets
who write free verse are I Ink a Conkling, Carl Sandburg, Walt
Whitman, and e. e. cummings,

The following poem by W It Whrtman talks about miracles.
As you read this poem, pay ose attention to the language and
the many pictures this great American poet paints with words.

Nothing Else But Miracles

Why; who makes much of a miracle?
As to me I know of nothing else but miracles
Whether I walk the streets of Manhattan,
Or dart my sight over the roofs of houses toward the

sky,
Or wade with naked feet along the beach just in the edge

of the water,
Or stand under trees in the woods,
Or talk by day with any one I love....
Or sit at table at dinner with the rest,
Or look at strangers opposite me riding in the car.
Or watch honey-bees busy around the hive of a summer

forenoon,
Or animals feeding in the fields,
Or birds, or the wonderfulness of insects in the air,
Or the wonderfulness of the sundown, or of stars shining

so quiet and bright,
Or the exquisite delicate thin curve of the new moon in

spring;
These with the rest, one and all, are to me miracles,
The whole referring, yet each distinct and in its place.
To me every hour of the light and dark is a miracle,
Every cubic inch of space is a miracle,
Every square yard of the surface of the earth is spread

with the same,
Every foot of the interior swarms with the same.
To me the sea is a continual miracle,
The fishes that swimthe rocksthe motion of the

wavesthe ships with men in them,
What stranger miracles are there?

22
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The emphasis in free 'verse is on fresh ideas and images. Have
you ever heard someone ziy, "He's as quiet as a mouse"? This
expression brings an image to mind, but it is an old, worn out
image that was once fresh. We call this kind of overworked
expression a cliche (clee-shay), which is a word we have
borrowed from the French language.

Can you think of fresh ideas about quiet? Try writing a poem
like this.:

What is quiet?

Owet is .

a feather floating through the air

a fly eating pancakes

two butterflies talking

Quiet is ...

You can make the poem as long as you like because free verse
can be any length. Other comparisons can be explored in the
same way: whiteness, slowness, quickness, redness.

Have you ever head anyone say that someone was "as slow as
a snail"? Wh kare other comparisons for slowness. Think of
fresh, origin ideas that others will not have in mind, for
example,

As slow as ...

a person reading a book you want to read

the clock on the day before Christmas

a boy walking home with an F paper

a sleepy kitten's purr

the tolling of a church bell.

Make a poster display featuring one of these comparisons.
"As soft as ..." might be the caption used with a piece of
veNet, a picture of a baby, a rose, a real feather, and other items,
suggested by the children. "As hard as ..." might be the words
used with ideas about hardnessa person's face, a jagged peak,
an enormous sledge hammer, a strong man's muscular arm.
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here is another short poem written in free verse.

Rabbit

Black against the tree roots
He sits quietly unseen.

Thump, thump
. A barking dog is heard.

Where has the rabbit gone?

Iris Tiedt

Assignment. Write a poem about an animal that you like.
Follow the pattern of the poem above. which is only five lines
long. Add another set of five lines if you have more ideas to
include about the animal.

Learning Module 3: What's in a Word (by Nancy Kefauver)
You use words all the time, to speak and to write, but have

you ever wondered where the words you use so freely came
from, how they first came to be used? Every word has a story
behind it. Our English language wasn't developed overnight. It
has a historS7, just as our country has a history. In her book The
First Book of Language and How to Use It, Mauree Applegate
says this about language:

Our language is the story of America itself. It is a glorious mixture
from many nations. The words of kings, of freemen, and of slaves
are in it. It has been fashioned from the sweat and dreams of
farmers, sailors, cowboys, steelworkers, weavers, traders. It wears the
mark of doctors, of teachers, off' men of God, of lawyers, of
scientists.

It is so rich a language that it can express the great thoughts of great
men, yet it is so simple that it can whisper the dreams of a child.

It is so beautiful a language that it can conjure up the sound of the
wind in the pines, and catch the happiness of a summer day.

It is the voice of democracy. It is your language, yours to have and
to hold, yours to enrich, yours to respect, yours to protect, and
above all, yours to use as well as you, know how.

In this lesson you will learn about several words in our language
and hOw they originated. Then you will be doing some
investigating on your own.

Many of our words came to us from other languages. Our
word word is an old English word. When you refer to the
different parts of your face, you are using the modern form of
the Old English Words for 6)e, nose; mouth and chin. Hospital
came from the Latin word hospes meaning "guest" and was so
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.
named because a long time ago it as a place where monks
cared for sick guests traveling to the Holy Land. Other words
from the Latin word are hospitality and 'hostess Can you think
of another related word? History came from the GFeek histor
meaning "knowing and means a record of what we know
about the past. The word perform came to us from two Freirch
word'spar (completely) and fournir (to finish). When you
perform, you carry through with somethini4. A person giving a
performance wisheS to do the best or most finished acting she
or he can do.

Some of our words for foods and other articles originated
from the names of places where the foods were grown or the
articles were first made. Hamburger came to us from Hamburg,
Germany, cheddar came from England; roque fort from
Franceall names of cities. Tweed is the name of a famous river
in Scotland, and the bungalow IA, as named after a river in Bengal,
India, where this type of house was first built

Many of our flower names came from the last names of
people with "4a" added at the end. One example is poinsettia,
named after Joel R. Poinsett, first [tilted States minister to
Mi,xico, who discovered the flower and brought it to the U.S.
Some others are begonia, camellia, and gardenia. Other flowers
were named for what they seem to look like, such as

'jack-in-the-pulpit, sunflower, and shooting star.
Names of people have given us words. Blind inventor Louis

Braille, a Frenchman, invented the system that enables the blind
to read. Louis Pasteur, a French chemist, discovered the process
we now call pasteurization And, of course, it was the Earl of
Sandwich who wished to hasten through his dinner hour one
evening, so he asked to have a piece of meat brought to him
between two slices of bread. Thus we have a sandwich.

A living language like English has a constant demand for new
words. St iencti and techriology add, new terms to our language.
Latin and Greek roots are one of the most plentiful sources of
new words. Below is a root and two words and their meanings.
Read them and then you will understand how the words in the
accompanying diagram came to be.

root tele (at a distance)

words vision (seen)

graph (writing or
written)

ve

Family of Words ,

television telegraph
--"-s....,,,.... 77

vision

c'
graph

tele

N
Z.I:.J

'''
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Assignment Find out how at least 5 other words became part
of our English language. Be ready to share your results with the
class. Look for unique stories. You can use a good dictionary
and/or any of these books (or others) in our library. Isaac
Asimov, Words from History (Houghton Mifflin, 1968), Julie F.
Batchelor, Communication From Cave to Television (Harcourt
Brace, 1953); Samuel and Beryl Epstein, The First Book of
Words (Watts, 1954), Charles E. Funk and Charles E. Funk, Jr.,
Horse feathers and Other Curious Words (Harper & Row, 1958);
and Maxwell Nurnberg, Wonders in Words (Prentice-Hall, 1968).

Including Open Activities for Writing

One of thy most interesting side results of having student trite
is that teachers get better acquainted with their studen s. Not
everyone will be brave enough to tell the teacher things a ud,
there actuality isn't mitJh opportunity for this type of clo e
relationship with individual children. Everyone, however, has
chance to express their feelings and thoughts when the teacher
encourages writing through use of the following activ
which allow the chfidren a certain sense of anonymity that frees
them from in(hfibitions.

Open Activity 1: The Log -
The keeping of a daily log is an excelle,nt device to motivate

student writing. Set aside a specific time when all students will
write for about ten minutes. Individuals may later write more if
they wish, but each must write for the specified time ,each day.
Introduce the keeping of a log by describing the way a ship
captain keeps a daily log of the activities aboard the ship during
a trip.Each child may purchase a spiral notebook to use as a
log or you can make booklets for this purpose,

What' do they write about? No specific assignments are made.
The writing is not meant to be a story. Any thoughts can be
exploredreactions to events that happen inside or outside the
classroom, things that puzzle a child, things at are leed,;(514frk
disliked, a simple relat' of something that hap nett. 1"..1'

'I 4( 6
September 15th

-

On y to scho 'law t brothers walkidehlong. They live
ext to onniuls thelittlest and he has something wrong with

leg. He ctn't rurvery well. Sometimes the kids make fun of hal%
and he clies. '''.

11 wastust thinking. I'm glad to be healty. If you aren't healthy,
it mustte hard to be happy.
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Logs are never graded for the quality of writing produced, for
what could be more inhibiting? The booklets should, however,
be ,read periodically by the teacher as a way of communicating
with each individual child. The teacher may wish to read about
half of the logs each week, stinting a nolf to eaclt- child at the
end of his or her writing. The teacher should coThment on the
child's ideas, perhaps sharing an idea or ex' penence, remarks are
designed to improve self-image and to let the child know that
the teacher thinks he or she is an important person.

Open Activity 2: Talking Books
Similar to the keeping of the log is the use of a "talking

book." We have observed. this idea being used in both second
and sixth grades. Young children especially respond to the idea
of "talking" with their teacher through writing of notes or
letters kept in individual talking books. One shy child wrote the
following:

Mom spanked me this morning because I spilled
jelly all over the floor. She kissed me anyway and
waved goodby.

Spelling errors there were, of course, but the important thing is
that the child was learning to use writing as a way of
communicating. He turned in his talking book to his teacher,
who wrote:

I got spanked once for spilling a whole bottle of
milk! 'Imagine! Your mother sounds nice. Do you
have any brothers and sisters?

Notice that the teacher has been 'very careful to comment on
the idea present/0 by the child The teacher shares a similar
experience-, conlmetnts about the boy's mother, whom he
obviouslyNloves,c'and then asks a question This 'question is
important, for it helps the child begin writing again. It serves to
continue the "conversation."

Talking books are usually made by the children. Cutting 8' f'
x 11" paper in half makes a good size. The children can make
interesting covers for their books.*Books like these that will be
used frequently can be sprayed with clear plastic to prevent
smearing of tempera paint on the cover.

This two-way, conversation is 'especially helpful in working
with young' children who are learning to read as well as with
disadvantaged children who need an extra amount of reading
and writing. The children are highly motivated to write
messages and are equally eager to read what the teacher writes.
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By repeating words the children misspell, the teacher can also
help to improve their spelling.

Older children may be encouraged to vary this activity by
carrying on "conversations" with other students. Jim and
Susan, for example, might be interested in "talking" together.
Thus, the writing is encouraged, but the teacher is not burdened
with writing lengthy replies, which might be required With more
able writers. The teacher-student exchange should not be
entirely ellminated, however, for there is no better way to
establish rapport with individual students. Alternate the ap-
proaches to take full advantage of this technique.

Open Activity 3: Expanding Sentences
How long is a sentence? Challenge students to expand

ordinary sentences by' adding modifiers and clauses. Begm with
one sentence and see who can make the longest sentence.
Compare the varied methods used by different students.

Later you may wish to share this 111-word expanded
sentence written by teacher Mary Jane Davis with your class.
This sentence describes a trip from Spokane, Washington, to
San Jose, California, where she spent the summer. The rules
permit us to start with ,an idea which may be modified as the
sentence expands. The basic sentence is We sped.

Across the flat, barren, sage-brush covered land west of our home
town, Spokane,over the rolling, fertile, loess hills of the wheat-
growing region of southwestern Washington,between the banks of
the awe-inspiring gorge of the mighty Columbia Riper, through
central Oregon with its majestic, snow-capped mountain peaks
towering in the distance,past shimmering Klamath Lake into the
tortuous, spectacular terrain of northern California,along the
orchai+lined highways of the broad Sacramento Valley,westward
to the bustling, congested cosmopolis of the San Francisco By area,
we sped oi,er the asphalt ribbon to San Jose, our destination, the
promised land of perpetual sunshine. I'm homesick!,

Don't hesitate to use this idea writh young children. Second
graders won't produce 111-word sentences like this one, but
you'll be surprised to see how their sentences will grow. From
the noun-verb sentence We ran, they may be expected to write
something like this:

Tired and thiisty, we ran into the house to raid the
refrigerator for lemonade, milk, and anything else
that was wet.

6 ,3
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Open Activity 4: Making Books in the Classroom
As children use the writing center, one of the natural

acti% sties that evolve is the construction of books. The format
of the books 'varies greatly. however, and it is interesting to
explore the possibilities for student-made books. The teacher's
role should remain nondirective as long as children are
self-motivated, but an occasional presentation of a stimulating
new idea will renew interest in writing.

The Shape of Books. Let children discover variety in the
shape of books. Sometimes this discovery takes place naturally
as an inventi%e child experiments and others pick up the idea. A
good group discussion will also serve to bring out interesting
ideas. You might begin by simply asking children what the
shape of a book is. Follow this by asking them if they have ever
seen any books that were a little hit different.

Gradually some -generalizations will be established regarding
size and shape. Books vary in thickness, some being only a few
pages, while others are impressively long. You might show the
group a novel of 800 pages or more just to extend their
experience with books. Books are also usually rectangular in
shape with some quite large, perhaps8" x 10", others much
smaller, perhaps only 4" x 5". Measuring a few books will
establish a commonly used size. It is interesting to have a
variety of sizes and shapes to bring out dunng this discussion.
Someone may even have one of the tiny mini-books that are
sometimes sold as a novelty.

Why are books that are published consistently rectangular in
shape? Why don't we have books that are triangular or circular
in shape? The chief reason that can be elicited, of course, is

'mass production. A discussion of how books are produced will
lead into the possibility of the children publishing their own
books.

Since these classroom authors are producing single copies of
their books, they are not limited by the need to conform to a
standard size and shape. If they wantio, they can publish their
hooks in any unusual shape that might occur to thema ball, a
glove, a .box, a hat, and so on. The hook cover can reflect the
contents of the story that they have written. The ,ideas for
covers will serve to motivate the writing of stories so that
children will produce some imaginative results. -

.Another fascinating shape for children's "hooks" is the scroll.
The child's story can be of any length As sheets of white paper
are glued together to make a long strip.
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stiff backs of magazines can be rolled easily, to prov ide
the eni needed for the scroll. Each end of the story sheet is
glued around the rolled magazine cuter. The whole story can
then be rolled up 4nd tied with a ribbon or colored yarn:

The Content of Books As the children maker their own
books. thet will become more aware of the parts that make up
a book. Again, lead a disk ussion about this topic so that
questions can be asked anti points clarified. For example, are
the ( ontents of a fiction book the same as the contents of a
nonfiction book (low do theydiffer?

/. By examining books the children will become aware of the
make-up of a title page, which contains not only the title and
author but also the publisher and the location of that publisher.
The class may decade to invent a name for their publishing
house, for instance, The Classroom Press, so that books
produced will bear this name. The 'children 'w ill also become
aware of the reverse side of the title page where the copyright
information appears.

If each child has a library book on his or her desk as this
discussion begins, each one can refer to the book as information
is compared. Some books have a table of contents, while others
do. not. Some picture books may not even have a formal title
page, although the copyright information will be somewhere on
the book, perhaps in the lower corner of the inside cover.

This discussion helps children become more aware of books.
Jlow does a table of contents help the reader? Why is an index
an important part of an informational book? Why is it not
considered necessary in a fiction, book? Why do some books
have chapters? How does an author decide about making
chapters?

Students from fourth grade up will enjoy seeing the ex-cellent
film about the writing and publishing of a book, Story of a
Book (Churchill Films). In this short colored film, !lolling C.
Honing describes his work on the exciting story of "Pogo°
(Houghton-Mifflin, 1957). lie makes the production of a book
something stimulating and desirable, something the obviously
enjoys doing. The actual publication process is also explained.

Students can become aware, too, that the books they make
may contain a wide variety of content as they become aware-of
varied literary genre. Perhaps they will want to "publish" a
boqlvt-ontaming their own poetry or short stories, or they may
wish to try nonfiction.
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Other Titles in the Theory into Practice (TIP) Series

Instruction in and about Small Group Discussion by Kathleen
Galvin and Cassandra Book. Designed to help the teacher
accustom students to the sort of constructive interaction for
problem solving and other ends that is becoming increasingly
important in school as well as in students` later lives. 1975.
(ERIC/RCS and SCA) SCA members 51,40, nonmembers Si 50.

Introduction to Film Making by Robert E Davis. Presents
techniques that can be used for film making activities with a
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production to final editing. 1975. (ERIC/RCS and SCA) SCA
members $1.40, nonmembers S1.50.

Nonverbal Communication in the Elementary Classroom by John
M Wiemann and Mary 0. Wiemann. Discusses aspects of
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offers a series of classroom exercises for exploring nonverbal
communication. 1975. (ERIC/RCS and SCA) SCA members
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Observing and Writing by George Hillocks, Jr Discusses the lack
of specificity in writings of students at all levels, describes
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powers as observers and recorders of sensory experience. 1975.
(ERIC/RCS and NCTE) NCTE Stock No. 33967, members $1.00,
nonmembers $1.10.

Theater Games One Way into-Drama b? James Hoetker. Offers
the teacher - who lacks workshop experience in conducting
creative dramatics a series of basic activities with which to begin.

. Gives sUggestions to help teachers shift from the role of dispenser
of information to that of a facilitator who learns along with the
students. 1975. (ERIC /RCS and NCTE) NCTE Stock No. 53623,
members $1.00, nonmembers $1.10.

*Available from the Speech Communication Association, 5205
Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia 22041. Also available from
NCTE at the same price (Galvin and Book, Stock No. 23481,
Davis, Stock No. 23694, Wiemann and Wiemann, Stock No.
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